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The purpose of this note is to extend to Brownian loops some homology
and holonomy results obtained in the case of discrete loops on a graph (see
[8], [9], and [7]).
To understand our construction, note first the following: In the finite
graph case with exponential holding times considered in [7], the infinitesimal
generator of the semigroup Pt is I ´ P , , with P a submarkovian matrix. If
´ρi denote the eigenvalues of the infinitesimal generator P ´ I,
´ lnpdetpI ´ P q “
ÿ
´ lnpρiq “ ζ
1p0q
where ζpsq “
ř
ρ´si “ TrppI ´ P q
´s “ 1
Γpsq
µpT sq is the Mellin transform of
TrpPtq:
ζpsq “
1
Γpsq
ż 8
0
ts´1TrpPtqdt.
With the notations of [7], [8], and [9], we have, for any positive s, the following
results which yield the distribution of the vertex and edge occupation fields
under the regularized loop measure T splqµpdlq:
µpT spe´x
pl,χy ´ 1qq “ ΓpsqrTrppI ´ λ
λ` χ
P q´sq ´ TrppI ´ P q´sqs
and
µpT spe´xNplq,Zy ´ 1qq “ ΓpsqrTrppI ´ P ˚ Zq´sq ´ TrppI ´ P q´sqs.
These expressions converge respectively, as s decreases to zero, towards
lnp
detpI´ λ
λ`χ
q
detpI´P q
q and lnpdetpI´P˚Zq
´sq
detpI´P q
q
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which yield the distribution of the vertex and edge occupation fields under
the loop measure µpdlq.
We consider in the following a compact Riemannian manifold X with
metric tensor gi,j and continuous positive killing rate k. Lebesgue measure
is denoted by dx. The energy form is defined on smooth functions by:
epf, fq “
1
2
ż
gi,jpxq
Bf
Bxi
Bf
Bxj
detpgq´
1
2 pxqdx`
ż
kpxqfpxq2 detpgq´
1
2 pxqdx.
The associated heat semigroup is denoted Pt. The corresponding infinitesimal
generator is
A “
1
2
∆x ´ kpxq.
We denote by µ the loop measure associated with the corresponding con-
tinuous detpgq´
1
2 pxqdx-symmetric Markov process, i.e. the killed Brownian
motion on X . It can also be viewed as a shift invariant measure on based
loops. We can refer to [6], [7] and [3] for the general definition in terms
of Markovian bridges, The Poisson process of Brownian loops (Lawler and
Werner’s ”loop soup”) is defined in the same way as in the graph case.
For the Brownian motion on a d-dimensional compact Riemannian mani-
fold killed at positive rate, the same integral 1
Γpsq
ş8
0
ts´1TrpPtqdt defines ζpsq
for s ą d
2
. It can be extended into a meromorphic function on C with one
pole at
d
2
.
This follows from M-P asymptotics of the heat kernel (see [2]) and from
well known properties of the Mellin transform (see for example [11]). The
expression e´ζ
1p0q defines the zeta-regularized determinant of ´A, denoted
det1p´Aq. Such determinants have already been used in the context of loop
measures on Riemann surfaces (see [1]).
In the case of the Brownian motion on a d-dimensional torus killed at con-
stant rate m2, ζpsq “
ř
kiPNd
pm2 ` 1
2
ř
k2i q
´2s for s Psd
2
,8r.
The Poisson process of loops of intensity αµ associated with the Brownian
motion on a d-dimensional compact Riemannian manifold killed at positive
rate is denoted Lα. It defines a random walk on the homology group of
X , denoted H1pZq obtained by adding the contributions of each loop. We
will determine its distribution via a Fourier integral on the Jacobian torus,
Jac “ H1pRq{H1pZq.
Here, we denote by H1pRq the space of harmonic one-forms and by H1pZq
the space of harmonic one-forms ω such that for all loops γ the holonomy
2
ωpγq is an integer.
We need to determine, for any harmonic one-form ω P H1pRq, the integralş
pe2pii
ş
l
ω ´ 1qµpdlq. Note that:
a) The definition of the integral of the closed 1-form on a non-smooth
loop causes no difficulties:
ş
l
ω “
ş
l1
ω if l1 is a smooth loop close enough to
l (with T plq “ T pl1q). Indeed, a smooth loop which is not homotopic to zero
has a minimum positive diameter and if the uniform distance between two
smooth loops l1 and l” is small enough, we can see by cutting them into path
segments of small diameter and joining the extremities of these segments by
geodesics that
ş
l1
ω “
ş
l”
ω.
b) The integral
ş
pe2pii
ş
l
ω ´ 1qµpdlq is finite, as short loops have zero ho-
mology.
c)
ş
T plqspe2pii
ş
l
ω ´ 1qµpdlq is holomorphic in s.
d) ζωpsq “
1
Γpsq
ş8
0
ts´1TrpP ωt qdt. is well defined on s ą
n
2
with by defini-
tion P ωt px, yq “
ş
e2pii
ş
l
ωP
x,y
t pdlq.
ζω is the zeta function associated with the generator A ` 2piixω, dyq ´
2pi2}ω}2.
From c), ζωpsq can be extended into a meromorphic function on C with one
pole at n
2
. Then we easily get the following:
Proposition 1 Epe2pii
ř
lPLα
ş
l
ωq “ eαrζ
1
ωp0q´ζ
1p0qs “
”
det
1p´Aq
det
1p´A´ixω,dyq`2pi2}ω}2
ıα
.
Proof.ş
pe2pii
ş
l
ω ´ 1qµpdlq “
d
ds |s“0
1
Γpsq
ş
T spe2pii
ş
l
ω ´ 1qµpdlq “ ζ 1ωp0q ´ ζ
1p0q, as
the reciprocal gamma function vanishes and has unit derivative in zero.
The distribution of the induced random homology hpαq defined by the
identity xhpαq, ω, y “
ř
lPLα
ş
l
ω for any ω P H1pRq can be computed as a
Fourier integral on the Jacobian torus. Let dω be the Lebesgue measure on
Jac and let |Jac| denote its volume. Then:
Proposition 2 For all j P H1pZq, we have:
P phpαq “ jq “
1
|Jac|
ż
Jac
„
det1p´Aq
det1p´A ´ 2piixω, dyq ` 2pi2}ω}2
α
e´2piixj,ωy dω.
3
Proof.
P phpαq “ jq “
1
|Jac|
ż
Jac
Epe2piixh
pαq,ω,ye´2piixj,ωyq dω
“
1
|Jac|
ż
Jac
Epe2pii
ř
lPLα
ş
l
ωe´2piixj,ωyqdω “
1
|Jac|
ż
Jac
eαrζ
1
ωp0q´ζ
1p0qse´2piixj,ωydω.
Analogous results can be given for the point occupation field in dimension
one.
Generalisation: Given a compact gauge group G and an element γ of
the moduli space of flat connections on the trivial bundle XˆG, let us denote
Hγplq the conjugacy class of G obtained by taking the holonomy of a loop l
from any base point. Given any finite dimensional unitary representation pi
of G, let TrpipHγplqq be the trace of its image by the representation.
Let ζγ,pipsq be the meromorphic extension of
1
Γpsq
ş8
0
ts´1TrpP γ,pit qdt, well
defined on s ą d
2
with for any u, v P Cdimppiq
P
γ,pi
t ppx, uq, py, vqq “
ż
rpipHγplqqsu,vP
x,y
t pdlq.
As in the first proposition, an expression can be given for the expectation of
the product of the traces of the loop holonomies.
Ep
ź
lPLα
TrpipHγplqqq “ e
αrζ1γ,pip0q´ζ
1p0qs.
For related results in the finite graph case, see [8] and [9]. See also [4], and
[5] for bundles on graphs.
Holonomy classes cannot be added as homology classes do. Still some com-
position results can be given. See [9], section 4-3 for the finite graph case.
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